Application of the optimized CO-rebreathing method for determination of hemoglobin mass in patients with polycythemia vera.
Determination of red cell volume (RCV) might contribute to establishing the diagnosis of polycythemia vera (PV). A novel simplified method to detect RCV through CO rebreathing is nowadays applied in healthy young individuals but was not tested in a clinical or PV setting. The aim of the present study is to evaluate whether this spirometric approach is applicable in older subjects and contributes to PV diagnosis in a proof-of-concept approach. At first, RCV was determined by the optimized CO-rebreathing method in healthy subjects >50 years of age (n = 81, age 66 ± 9 years). Failure rate and age distribution of subjects who failed with CO rebreathing were analyzed. Then, RCV was measured in male PV patients (n = 7) and compared to healthy male controls (n = 35). RCV values in relation to several anthropometric references (body weight, body surface area (BSA), lean body mass (LBM)) were calculated to determine the sensitivity and specificity of established RCV thresholds when using optimized CO rebreathing. In healthy subjects, test failure rate was 9.9 %, but failure was not associated with age. Sensitivity and specificity (sens/spec) to detect PV was 100 %/83 % using the criteria of the PV study group. Using criteria based on BSA, sens/spec was 14 %/100 %. An arbitrary threshold of 50 ml/kg LBM yielded sens/spec of 100 %/97 %. In conclusion, this proof-of-concept indicates that optimized CO rebreathing is applicable in older subjects and allows determining RCV for the diagnosis of PV. Normalized values for RCV measures obtained from CO rebreathing are needed to grant sufficient sensitivity and/or specificity.